The No Child Left Behind Act requires standards-based accountability for school districts and schools receiving Title I funds. A major component of this policy is to report whether districts and schools are making "adequate yearly progress" (AYP) based on their performance goals. This paper raises questions for rural schools using the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) mathematics scores from 35 states and state student assessment results from Maine between 1992 and 1996. Assuming the nation's rural students will make the same amount of gain every 4 years as they did between 1992 and 1996, the number of rural students at or above proficient in mathematics will rise to 53 percent by 2014, indicating that the AYP goal is not feasible. Overall statewide academic improvement in Maine was approximately 2 times larger using the state assessment than with the NAEP assessment. That the assessment used can make such a large difference raises questions of validity. Because smaller sample sizes inherently produce unreliable scores, the successive cohort comparison is highly unreliable as a measure of academic progress in small rural schools. By setting a uniform AYP target for every school, the current formula does not consider the influence of schools' initial performance status on their chance to meet the target, which brings the fairness of the AYP into question. Recommendations include lowering the target achievement level or extending the timeline to reach the level for disadvantaged schools, allowing the use of multiple measures to demonstrate school progress, using rolling averages to stabilize performance variations, and allowing individualized AYP targets according to baseline performance levels. (Contains 19 references.) (TD)
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The reauthorized Elementary and Secondary School Act (ESEA), also known as the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), requires standards-based accountability for school districts and schools receiving Title I funds. One major component of this accountability policy is to report whether the districts and schools are making “adequate yearly progress” (AYP) based on their performance goals. Previous studies pointed out that some critical problems with present AYP-related efforts foreshadow technical challenges that lie ahead (Hill, 1997; Lee & Coladarci, 2002; Linn & Haug, 2002; Thum, 2002). While most research and media tend to discuss the issues of AYP in general, no attention has been paid to the uniqueness of rural schools. The following questions are raised particularly for rural schools: What are the implications of NCLB’s performance-based accountability policy mandate for rural school improvement? How can we overcome technical measurement challenges that small, rural schools face in response to the policy mandate?

In this paper, I attempt to answer several questions through simulation analyses of data: how the NCLB’s AYP formula would have worked if we had applied it to past school and student performance data, and what would have happened if we had applied methods different from those the current formula depends upon. First, is the AYP goal attainable and realistic? Second, is the AYP measure valid? Third, is the AYP measure reliable? Finally, is the AYP formula fair? All of these questions are examined with a focus on rural schools and their students in the field of mathematics. Using the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) from 35 states and state student assessment results from Maine, each of these four questions are addressed in the following sections. The answer to questions of who might win or lose from the current AYP process and how we can make this measurement
strategy more feasible, valid, reliable, and fair for all may provide insight to guide policymaking.

There are some caveats in interpreting the findings of this study. The study focused on 8th grade mathematics achievement using national and state assessment data collected during the 1990s; that raises the question of whether or not the study findings can be generalized to different grades, subject areas, states, and time periods. As the NCLB requires testing all students in each grade from 3 through 8 and once in grades 10 to 12 in reading and mathematics by 2006, the situation is different than what states have faced so far. Indeed, projection of future trends based on the past performance results might be wrong due to underestimating schools’ potential progress expected under this new legislation. The results may have been different if schools had faced in the past the stronger incentives embodied in current AYP rules. Moreover, combining data from multiple grades could produce more reliable estimates of school performance measures than relying on data from a single grade. With these caveats in mind, this paper can help policymakers and administrators become more aware of potential biases and pitfalls in evaluating academic progress made by rural schools and their students.

Is AYP Feasible?

Since the passage of the NCLB, much concern has been raised about what critics call the unrealistic AYP goal and timeline (i.e., 100% of students become proficient within 12 years) and its possible consequences for schools that repeatedly fail to meet their AYP quota. It was estimated that up to 80 percent of schools in the states could be targeted as needing improvement or corrective action in the first few years (Olson, 2002, April 3). However, this
kind of prediction needs an empirical verification, and the feasibility or attainability of the
given AYP goal may vary significantly across the nation depending on which states and
locations we look at.

NAEP is regarded as the nation’s report card of student achievement in key subject
areas. NAEP has changed its reporting criteria for type of location since 1990. In 1990,
NAEP reported students’ math proficiency by a type of community variable (advantaged
urban, disadvantaged urban, and extreme rural) that combined community size with a school-
level socioeconomic indicator. Discontinuing the classification due to the problematic nature
of the variable, NAEP started reporting results by Census-based type of location since 1992.

The type of location classification system used in the 1992 and 1996 NAEP is based
on geographic characteristics of the schools’ locations and is related to the Census Bureau
definitions of metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), population size, and density. Rural
includes all places and areas with a population of less than 2,500. A Small Town is defined as
places outside MSAs with a population of less than 25,000 but greater than or equal to 2,500.
This definition differs from the Extreme Rural category in past NAEP reports that
encompasses students in nonmetropolitan areas with a population below 10,000 and where
many parents are farmers or farm workers. In this section, schools in Central City, Urban
Fringe, or Large Town are classified as "nonrural," and schools in Rural or Small Town as
"rural."

In the 2000 NAEP, the same type of location variable was used, but it was not
comparable with the results from previous years. This was due to the fact that NCES used a
new method to identify the type of locations assigned to each school in the Common Core of
Data (CCD); schools were not classified in exactly the same way in 2000 as in previous years
in terms of location type (Braswell et al., 2001). As the NAEP data provides inconsistent information on rural vs. nonrural mathematics achievement because of changes in its definition of type of location, the only time period during the 1990s that allows us to examine rural students’ progress in math achievement consistently for the nation and states is between 1992 and 1996. During this period, the most significant improvement occurred in rural schools nationwide. In 1996 rural students started to outperform non-rural students on the NAEP 8th grade mathematics assessment. Rural students’ average math scale score was 276, whereas nonrural students’ average score was 268; the 8-point gap amounts to approximately one-fourth of the pooled standard deviation. Specifically, students in Rural/Small Town scored 16 points more than students in Central City and 2 points more than students in Urban fringe/Large town on the 1996 8th grade math assessment.

The percentage of rural students at or above the NAEP Proficient Level increased from 17 to 25 across the nation between 1992 and 1996 in 8th grade mathematics (see Figure 1). If we use the 1992 and 1996 measures as the basis of projection and assume that the nation will make the same amount of gain (i.e., 8 percent) every four years after 1996, we can project that the number of rural students at or above Proficient will rise to 53 percent by 2014. This figure remains far away from the goal of 100 percent Proficient. Even with the same amount of continuous gain since this time, it might take another 24 years to reach the 100 percent target. These projections are likely to be gloomier for nonrural students who were not able to make significant gains between 1992 and 1996. If we assume the nation adopts lower achievement level Basic instead of Proficient as its target, the deficit would be smaller, but some of nonrural students might remain below the goal in 2014.
Despite these national trends, the mathematics achievement \textit{levels} and mathematics achievement \textit{gains} of rural students vary substantially (Lee & McIntire, 2001; Lee, 2002). First, some of the rural states performed at the top (e.g., Iowa and Maine), while others performed below the national average (e.g., Arkansas and Mississippi). Secondly, there are also interstate variations in rural students’ mathematics achievement gain over the 1992-96 period (see Figure 2). Among the 35 states participating in the 1992 and 1996 NAEP 8\textsuperscript{th} grade mathematics assessments, rural students made statistically significant progress in 12 states (Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Maine, New Mexico, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin, West Virginia). For those significant states, the size of their gain scores are small to moderate, ranging from 4 to 12 points (approximately .1 to .4 in standard deviation units).

The percentage of students meeting the NAEP Proficient level of achievement also shows similar, uneven progress among different states. For example, Maine, one of the highest performing and the most improving states with a majority of students living in rural areas, shows a modest increase in the percentage of rural students at or above Proficient: from 25 to 30 between 1992 and 1996. Assuming a 5 percent gain for every four-year period, it is projected that Maine will have about 47.5 percent of its rural students meeting the Proficient level of achievement by 2014. These data tell us that the current goal of AYP
imposed by the federal government is highly unrealistic, even for a state that is far ahead of others on the learning curve. When we lower our target to the Basic Level, the goal might become attainable: the projected estimate of the percentage of rural students in Maine at or above Basic in 2014 will be 98.5.

Is AYP Valid?

The NCLB Act requires each state to participate in biennial state assessments of 4th and 8th grade reading and mathematics under the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). Similarly, the NCLB Act requires each Local Education Agency (LEA) to participate, if selected, in the State NAEP. The law does not explicitly require that results from the NAEP be used as evidence to confirm progress on state tests, but its mandate that all 50 states now take part in the National Assessment of Educational Progress makes such comparisons more likely (Olson, 2002, March 13).

Are achievement gains as measured by a state’s own assessment valid? While NAEP may be used as a tool for the U.S. Department of Education to cross-check and validate state-level or district-level academic progress, previous comparison of the NAEP with state assessment results showed significant discrepancies in the size of statewide achievement gains (Lee & McIntire, 2002). This problem may apply to both rural and nonrural schools, although it is likely that rural and nonrural schools may respond quite differently to state curriculum and assessment mandates. Their different alignment may result in different gains on state assessments compared with national assessments.

Progress as reported by states is usually greater than progress as shown by the NAEP.
Table 1 compares Maine student performance improvement levels based on the NAEP with Maine Educational Assessment (MEA) 8th grade math assessment results. Because NAEP and MEA scores employ different scales, a common metric in standard deviation units was established. Specifically, student standard deviations as obtained from the MEA 1996 mathematics assessment results were used to compute MEA standardized gain, while Maine’s standard deviations from the 1996 NAEP state assessment results were used to compute NAEP standardized gain. Table 2 breaks down these four-year achievement gains by type of school location. It shows that both rural and nonrural students made larger gains on state assessment than on the NAEP.

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, we find overall statewide academic improvement in Maine between 1992 and 1996 as measured by the MEA and NAEP. Score gains measured by the state assessment, however, are greater than gains observed in national assessment results (NAEP). Compared with NAEP, the MEA gains are approximately 2 times larger for all students, approximately 2 times larger for rural students, and 1.25 times larger for nonrural students. This information does not tell us which assessment is more accurate and valid, but shows that choosing a particular assessment can make a difference.
It is recommended that we use multiple evaluation measures if the measures we use lead to consequences for students or their school systems (see AERA, APA, & NCME, 1999). This is also true for evaluation of school AYP. There are possible hazards of evaluating school achievement gains based on a single measure. Using more than a single measure (e.g., NAEP, state assessment, district standardized test, and school/classroom assessment) may allow us to get a more comprehensive and balanced picture of student achievement and enhance the validity and fairness of evaluation.

Indeed, states would have significant flexibility in meeting new federal testing requirements, under draft regulations released by the Department of Education (Olson, 2002, March 6). States could use a combination of state and local assessments. States likewise could use either tests designed to assess students' achievement of state standards, or tests designed to measure achievement against national norms. States using nationally norm-referenced tests, however, would have to alter them to reflect fully the states' standards. If states also want to include local assessments in the state testing system, they have to ensure that local assessments were aligned with state standards and were of acceptable technical quality (Olson, 2002, January 9). Despite their flexibility, these testing requirements present more challenges to rural schools that often lack human and financial resources.

Is AYP Reliable?

Are school achievement gains as estimated through a successive cohort comparison method reliable? The current measure of AYP is based on comparison of successive student groups' performance at the same grade level and can be highly unreliable (Lee & Coladarci, 2002; Linn & Huag, 2002). This lack of reliability is potentially problematic for small, rural
schools when the law requires reporting the progress of every major demographic subgroup in each school. The problem is that the smaller the sample size, the more unreliable are the measures based on information from that sample. This fact means first, that small schools will produce inherently unreliable scores and, second, that demographic cohorts withinin small schools will yield very small sample sizes and very unreliable scores. Inequalities among schools may result from the use of unreliable AYP and other accountability measures for the allocation of resources or federal aid.

It has been argued that states should switch from this successive cohort model assessing different cohort groups' achievement to a value-added model assessing the same cohort's achievement gains (Wheat, 2000). According to this alternative accountability model, schools may be evaluated by comparing this year's 3rd grade passing rates (i.e., percentage of students at or above Proficient level) with next year's 4th grade passing rates achieved by the same cohort of students. Although this approach can help cope with many problems associated with current AYP measures, it raises new technical difficulties and challenges by requesting that states track individual students' academic performance over time. The challenges include assessing students with the same or comparable tests as they move from one grade to the next grade and setting comparably rigorous performance standards across those different grades to determine any change in student proficiency level.

An analysis undertaken for this report shows that the successive cohort comparison is highly unreliable as a measure of academic progress in small rural schools. The state department of education web site usually provides publicly available information on school average performance and progress that can be used as official measures of AYP. State assessment data can be used in combination with the Common Core of Data (CCD) that
contains Census-based information on the type of school location and is made publicly available by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). This combination of data allows one to compare academic progress in rural vs. nonrural schools in particular states.

The following analysis of Maine schools’ 8th grade math achievement gains using the MEA data collected during the 1990-98 period, combined with CCD data for 2000. The analysis shows that, in small, rural schools, the estimation of academic progress based on the successive cohort comparison method is highly unreliable. Thus, the current AYP formula and the allocation of resources to schools based on such unreliable AYP measures can be misleading.

Figure 3 illustrates two randomly selected schools in Maine (one from a rural area and another from a nonrural area). This particular rural school shows enormous volatility in its average math achievement score throughout the 1990-98 period, which makes it hard to detect its overall performance trend. In contrast, the nonrural school shows a high level of stability with its generally upward performance trend. The difference in performance trends reflects their differences in school size and enrollment trends. The rural school had fewer than 40 students tested during the period under study, and the number changed substantially from year to year: 12 in 1995, 37 in 1996, 22 in 1997, and 37 in 1998. The nonrural school has larger than 200 students tested and the number was relatively stable: 245 in 1995, 241 in 1996, 254 in 1997, and 255 in 1998. These differences lead to the conclusion that the current AYP formula and the allocation of resources to schools based on such unreliable AYP measures can be misleading.
Under the NCLB AYP provisions, schools have the option of “using a uniform averaging procedure, designed to mitigate the fact that student performance can vary widely from year to year due to factors beyond a school’s control” ("Raising the Bar," 2002). Under this provision, schools can average test scores from the current school year with test scores from the preceding two years. This process works in a school’s favor when test scores decline, but it works against a school when scores rise. In order to see how well this provision can reduce variations in school performance trend, analyses of all Maine schools’ 1990-98 MEA data were conducted with and without this rolling average procedure. Figure 4 shows the distributions of rural vs. nonrural schools’ score variability as measured by the standard deviations of their 9-year scores. This comparison tells us that rural schools are much more unstable than their nonrural counterparts and that the use of rolling average procedure can help reduce the instability to a greater extent for rural schools.

It is particularly challenging to measure achievement gains made by even smaller demographic subgroups (racial and ethnic minorities, students with Limited English Proficiency [LEP], etc.) in small, rural schools. Statutory language does make provisions to exempt states from the requirement to report or use disaggregated data “in a case in which the number of students in a category is insufficient to yield statistically reliable information or the results would reveal personally identifiable information about an individual student.”
The U.S. Department of Education, however, does not provide guidelines to “determine and justify in its State plan the minimum number of students sufficient to yield statistically reliable information…” (MacQuarrie, 2002, September).

Is AYP Fair?

The current AYP policy targets its support and accountability (i.e., aid and sanctions) to relatively low-performing schools that receive Title I funds, but it does not take into account disparities among different schools in their capacity to reach the goal. It sets the same target for all schools with the same timeline, ignoring the substantial variations among schools in the demographic composition of their students. Studies demonstrate differences among urban, suburban, and rural schools in their students’ academic achievement and also show that the variation in average school performance is closely related to many factors beyond schools’ control (Lee, 2002; Lippman, Burns, & McArthur, 1996). Consequently, schools that happen to have many disadvantaged, low-achieving students like Title I participants and thus perform relatively poorly may be unduly penalized for failing to meet AYP targets.

Table 3 shows the 1996 NAEP math performance of 8th grade students participating in Title I programs and services in rural and nonrural schools nationwide. In both rural and nonrural schools, students who participate in Title I programs scored lower than their non-participating classmates. However, the achievement gap between Title I and non-Title I students is much more significant in nonrural schools than in rural schools. More importantly, Title I students in rural schools perform significantly better than their
counterparts in nonrural schools, while non-Title I students in rural schools perform about the same as their counterparts in nonrural schools. This indicates that rural Title I schools might show better AYP performance than nonrural Title I schools.

Insert Table 3 about here

By setting uniform AYP target for every school, the current formula does not consider the influence of schools’ initial performance status on their chance to meet the target. Higher-performing schools that are above the AYP target at the beginning will be able to meet the target much more easily than lower-performing schools that are initially below the target. Figure 5 illustrates two hypothetical schools, A and B, both of which are assumed to ultimately reach the goal of 100% proficient in 12 years, but have taken quite different paths. In this scenario, school A would meet the target throughout the 12-year period, whereas school B would never meet the target except year 12. This situation is ironic because school B made much greater progress than school A throughout the period. In order to avoid becoming a failing school consecutively, school B would have to increase its performance substantially during the first year to reach its target. Nevertheless, this large initial increase in performance is very unlikely to happen, considering how much time and energy it might take to break through the natural tendency of incremental change and to fully implement new programs for an effect.
Even among lower-performing schools, schools that are closer to the target initially are in a better position to meet the AYP target continuously. It may make more sense to set different targets for schools predicated upon the school’s baseline status; every school would have its own AYP target, although the eventual goal would remain the same for all. Schools that initially performed at a lower level would be assigned a task of making relatively large gains — that is, meeting a higher AYP threshold — while initially higher performing schools would have to meet a relatively lower AYP threshold. Expected growth trajectories would be individualized, following the examples shown in Figure 5.

To test how different AYP-setting approaches work, I analyzed all Maine schools’ 1990-98 MEA 8th grade math achievement data. I then compared results from using uniform AYP targets (the current formula) with results from setting individual AYP targets. First of all, the current AYP formulas were used to determine baseline and annual AYP targets in Maine. The average score at the state’s 20th percentile school was treated as baseline (250) in 1990; hypothetical AYP targets were set above that baseline in increments of 10 points per year, so that the AYP target became 370 in 2002 — that is, 12 years from 1990. This hypothetical AYP target was a reasonably high standard considering the fact that 370 is about 2 standard deviations above the starting year’s statewide average and Maine schools made about an 8 point gain on average per year during the 1990-98 period (see Figure 6).
Table 4 shows how many times rural and non-rural schools in Maine would have met the AYP target throughout the 1990-98 period under this “uniform” AYP formula scenario. Schools that were initially below the 20th percentile would have met the AYP target only 4 times out of 9 years, while schools that were initially above the 20th percentile would have met the target about twice as many times: both rural and nonrural schools followed similar patterns. Table 5 shows the results of applying the alternative, “individualized” AYP formula to the same data. Now schools that were initially below the 20th percentile would have met the AYP target 5 times, while schools that were initially above the 20th percentile met the target 6 times over the 9-year period. Therefore, this alternative AYP-setting approach tends to produce more equitable results.

This individualized AYP formula may be further adjusted to take into account possible significant changes in the composition of student body and the amount of resources available to schools over time. If a school takes substantially more disadvantaged minority students this year than the previous year, it might deserve a smaller quota of demonstrated progress. If a school gets a substantially larger amount of money for its academic improvement this year compared to the previous year, it might be reasonably assigned a
greater AYP quota than before. Tying the AYP target to demographic and resource changes should produce fairer results by taking into account factors that are often unique to individual schools and beyond the control of schools.

**Conclusion**

The most imminent challenge to the measurement of rural schools’ and their students’ achievement gains comes from the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) mandate from the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). Do rural schools and their students make adequate yearly progress? Do rural students perform as well as their nonrural counterparts? Are the achievement gaps among different racial and socioeconomic groups of students in rural schools narrowing? Rural educational policymakers and practitioners will face such questions, which inevitably arise from the new legislation that requires regular evaluation and reporting of academic progress in core subjects, including mathematics.

Given that many rural students are poor and attend schools whose instructional resources and course offerings are limited, the level of their academic performance relative to their nonrural counterparts is encouraging. Indeed, rural schools, having achieved so much with relatively fewer resources, can provide “a model of strength” worth studying and emulating (Lee, 2002). The NCLB grants rural schools greater flexibility in using federal funds for improving student learning. The Small, Rural School Achievement Program is designed for small or rural districts that frequently lack the personnel and resources needed to compete (NECEPL, 2002).

Many poor small rural schools, however, are potentially threatened by unrealistically rigorous AYP targets and accountability measures (i.e., corrective actions and sanctions). The
bottom line is that many disadvantaged schools in the nation and states are highly unlikely to reach the current AYP goal unless we lower the target achievement level or extend the timeline to reach the level. Rural schools may appear to have a better prospect of progress than their nonrural counterparts based on the past NAEP results, but it remains to be seen whether they can sustain past progress. Enormous variations across the nation in the academic status and progress of rural schools complicate this prediction (Lee & McIntire, 2001; Lee, 2002).

Many unresolved technical issues regarding the properties of achievement measures for evaluating school progress make the current approach to measuring AYP problematic. Any technical weaknesses and flaws of the measures might lead people to view the AYP as a political construct rather than a scientific indicator of school progress. The validity, reliability, and fairness issues are interrelated and, thus, should be tackled together. How can we make the AYP measure more technically sound? How can we make the AYP more valid, reliable and fair within the parameters of the current legislation and regulation?

For enhancing the validity and fairness of AYP, schools should be allowed to use multiple measures, including school and classroom assessments, to demonstrate their progress. State or local education agencies could use state assessment results to cross-check individual schools’ self-reported AYP measures, while making sure that all of the assessments used for reporting AYP are aligned with the state’s common curriculum standards and are of acceptable quality. Although this process might work under the current regulation, it might be very challenging for small rural schools that do not have adequate resources and staff to develop multiple assessment tools and prove their quality.
To enhance the reliability of AYP, schools should be allowed to combine their achievement measures from multiple years by using rolling average procedure that helps stabilize variations in their performance measures due to changes in student population and other confounding factors. Although this procedure is available under the current law, it remains difficult for rural schools to demonstrate consistent progress for their relatively smaller body of students and subgroups. Under the current AYP formula, small rural schools that are poorer and more vulnerable to environmental changes might risk failing to meet the AYP target and, therefore, be closed or consolidated. To make the AYP fair, the current law should be revised to give schools greater flexibility in setting pathways to their ultimate AYP goal (100% proficient). Individualized AYP targets could be set for each school according to its baseline performance level, with targets adjusted over time as a school’s conditions change.
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Table 1
MEA and Maine NAEP Eighth Grade Average Math Scores, 1992 and 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>1992</th>
<th>1996</th>
<th>Raw Gain</th>
<th>Standardized Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEA</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>45*</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAEP</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Asterisk indicates that the gain is statistically significant at the .05 level.
Table 2  
MEA and Maine NAEP Eighth Grade Average Math Scores by Type of School Location, 1992 and 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Locale</th>
<th>1992</th>
<th>1996</th>
<th>Raw Gain</th>
<th>Standardized Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEA</td>
<td>Nonrural</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>31*</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>47*</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAEP</td>
<td>Nonrural</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Asterisk indicates that the gain is statistically significant at the .05 level.
Table 3
Percentage of 8th Graders Participating in Title I Programs and Their Average NAEP Mathematics Scale Scores by Type of School Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Nonrural</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Average Score</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Average Score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated</td>
<td>9 (2.8)</td>
<td>263 (7.5)</td>
<td>15 (2.5)</td>
<td>238 (2.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not participate</td>
<td>91 (2.8)</td>
<td>278 (2.0)</td>
<td>85 (2.5)</td>
<td>273 (2.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The NAEP mathematics scale ranges from 0 to 500. The standard errors of the statistics appear in parentheses. It can be said with about 95 percent confidence that, for each population of interest, the value for the entire population is within ± 2 standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
Table 4
How many times Maine schools would have met AYP target during 1990-98 period under “Uniform-AYP” scenario by school performance level and location type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Level</th>
<th>Locale</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Number of Meeting AYP Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Nonrural</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Nonrural</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Low-performing schools are the schools whose 8th grade math score was initially below the AYP target in baseline year 1990. High-performing schools are the schools whose 8th grade math score was initially at or above the AYP target in baseline year 1990.
Table 5
How many times Maine schools would have met AYP target during 1990-98 period under “Individualized-AYP” scenario by school performance level and location type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Level</th>
<th>Locale</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Number of Meeting AYP Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Nonrural</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Nonrural</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Classification of low vs. high performing schools is the same as in Table 4.
Figure 1. Trajectories of Percent Students At or Above Basic and Proficient Achievement Levels based on the 1992 and 1996 NAEP 8th Grade Math Assessment Results by Type of Location (actual measures are shown in solid lines and projected estimates are shown in broken lines)
Figure 2. State average 8th grade NAEP math achievement gains from 1992 to 1996 in rural/small towns (N= 35 states; states with statistically significant gains are shown in black bars).
Figure 3. Two sample Maine schools’ 8th grade MEA math performance trajectories
Figure 4. Rural and nonrural Maine schools' variability of 1990-98 MEA 8th grade math scores with and without rolling average procedure (N=213; 30 nonrural schools plus 183 rural schools)
Figure 5. Hypothetical performance trajectories of two schools compared with their common AYP target line
Figure 6. Distributions of Maine schools' MEA 8th grade math scores in 1990-98
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